
INTELLIGENT 781 

Chapter 781 - 781: Meet Again 

Ye Bai Qian came out to refill the food. She had been cooking for additional portions. She knew that 

those men ate in the large portion. It would not be strange if the food ran out quickly. 

"Ye Bai Qian?" 

She heard a person called her name. She lifted up her head and saw the person in front of her. When 

she looked at the person, her expression went off for a moment before turned back to normal. People 

would not notice the change. 

"Ye Bai Qian?!!!" 

Her name had been called once again. But this time by another person. She looked over at the other 

person. 

"Ye Bai Qian? What are you doing here? Do you follow my husband?" Su Yu Qing said while pointing to 

Ye Bai Qian. 

Mu Li Zei seemed to participate to hear Ye Bai Qian's answer. 

"Of course not. Don't you see I am working right now?" Ye Bai Qian asked her people to refill the food. 

Su Yu Qing looked up and down to Ye Bai Qian. It was true that Ye Bai Qian was wearing an apron. 

"Oh, are you working here? No wonder the food tastes bad. I bet you are the one cook who have these 

food." Su Yu Qing threw a disgusted look at the food in front of her. 

"If you don't want to eat, you shut up. There are a lot of people that want to eat." Ye Bai Qian 

responded. 

Mu Li Zei did not do anything. He was busy looking at Ye Bai Qian. He did not expect to see her here. It 

had been a long time since he last met her. 

"Only low class eat the food like this." Su Yu Qing insulted Ye Bai Qian. 

She had hated this woman for a long time. It was because Ye Bai Qian was Mu Li Zei's first love. Yeah, 

like she said, Mu Li Zei's first love. 

Mu Li Zei met with Ye Bai Qian in the high school. He was Ye Bai Qian's deskmate. At first, he disliked her 

since she came from a poor family. She had been accepted by the school because of her excellent result. 

After interacting with her a few times, he became attracted to Ye Bai Qian. He began to pursue her. 

After a long time pursuing, Ye Bai Qian began to accept him. 

Their relationship grew better until they finished school. Both of them accepted by the same university. 

Their relationship became better until Mu Li Zei felt that he wanted to get married to her. 

Mu Li Zei brought Ye Bai Qian to his mother. That time when things went wrong. His mother disagreed 

with the relationship. Mu Li Zei did not know what to do. 



Then, his mother introduced him to Su Yu Qing. Su Yu Qing was a daughter of a rich businessman. His 

mother told him that Su Yu Qing could be his help to obtain power in the company. 

At that time, his father favoured his older half older brother so much. He expected his family would be 

giving his older half brother a higher position in the company. 

Because of that, he accepted Su Yu Qing. As for Ye Bai Qian, he could not let her go. So, he was two-

timing her with Su Yu Qing. He would explain to Ye Bai Qian if she found out about that by telling what 

he was doing for their future. 

Ye Bai Qian really found out about his relationship with Su Yu Qing. So, Mu Li Zei explained to her as he 

thought before. Ye Bai Qian laughed heartily when she heard the reason. 

She never wanted to live a rich life nor to be surrounded by wealth. She just wanted a simple life with 

her beloved. But she was thinking too much. Mu Li Zei was not the person that could stand together 

with her. 

She told Mu Li Zei that she wanted to break up with him. Mu Li Zei did not want to. He insisted that he 

was doing it for her sake. Once again, she laughed. She did not need his permission. She would not have 

any relationship with him anymore. 

However, Su Yu Qing also found out about Ye Bai Qian. She attacked Ye Bai Qian after finding out about 

her. She asked someone to kidnap Ye Bai Qian. Thankfully, there was someone who was kind saw Ye Bai 

Qian and saved her from those men that wanted to kidnap her. 

The man that helped Ye Bai Qian was a businessman too. But he never told Ye Bai Qian about his 

identity. He helped Ye Bai Qian finding out who the kidnapper was. She found out that the person that 

instructed the kidnapper was Su Yu Qing. 

Ye Bai Qian had a strong personality. She confronted Su Yu Qing about that. Su Yu Qing was laughed off 

about that. Su Yu Qing told Su Yu Qing that she could not do anything to her 

Yes. Indeed. She could not do anything to Su Yu Qing. However, she managed to give one slap to Su Yu 

Qing before leaving. Su Yu Qing was very angry so much that she wanted to give a lesson to Ye Bai Qian 

but she could not able to find Ye Bai Qian anymore. 

"You are still a poor bitch as usual." Su Yu Qing mocked Ye Bai Qian. 

"Oh, you are an arrogant bitch as usual." Ye Bai Qian replied with a mock too. 

Chapter 782 - 782: Chase Them Away 

"You bitch, you dare to seduce my husband again." Su Yu Qing said louder. 

Everyone started to pay attention to them. Mu Yian quickly approached her mother. 

"Mum, what is happening here?" Mu Yian asked her mother but her eyes were looking at Ye Bai Qian. 

Ye Bai Qian seemed did not to affect at all. She continued her work. After her work here was done, she 

wanted to walk away from there. 

"This bitch here wants to seduce your father." Su Yu Qing answered Mu Yian. 



Ye Bai Qian stopped and chuckled. It could be heard by Su Yu Qing and Mu Yian. 

"I'm sorry. It is the most hilarious thing that I have ever heard recently." Ye Bai Qian. 

"What?" Su Yu Qing's temper rises. 

"Seduce your husband? So sorry. My love for him has already gone." Ye Bai Qian walked away from 

there. 

"You stop there. YE BAI QIAN!!!" Su Yu Qing wanted to chase Ye Bai Qian. 

However, Yu Qi appeared in front of Su Yu Qing. She stopped Su Yu Qing right away from chasing Ye Bai 

Qian. 

"What do you want? Step away. YE BAI QIAN, STOP RIGHT THERE!!!" Su Yu Qing shouted louder. 

"Mrs Mu, I think you can leave my party right now." Yu Qi did not want to deal with this woman 

anymore. 

"You want to protect that woman?" Su Yu Qing became angry to Yu Qi. 

"I don't care what happens between the two of you but this is my party. Not only you come here 

without invitation but you are disturbing my party. You may leave right now." Yu Qi glared coldly at Su 

Yu Qing and Mu Yian. 

"But my father in law is here..." Su Yu Qing wanted to protest. 

"I invite him but not you and your family. Now leave!!!" Yu Qi demanded. Her voice was very loud. Even 

louder than Su Yu Qing earlier. 

Long Hui just walked towards Yu Qi's side. He was doing something regarding his work just now. That 

was why he was not by Yu Qi's side. 

Mu Yian's eyes lifted up. She was happy to see this man again. 

"What are you waiting for? Leave now." Yu Qi said. n))O𝑽𝑬𝐥𝑏1n 

"Miss Tang, we are sorry for making a scene at your party. My mother just..." Mu Yian wanted to stay. 

"No. I am done with your family. Please leave." Yu Qi did not care anymore. 

"Miss Tang..." Mu Li Zei also wanted to say something. 

"Do you need to be dragged away from here?" Yu Qi glared coldly at the three of them. Her body began 

to release the murderous aura. 

Not now Yu Qi but Long Hui also glared sharply to them. This family was the one who planned to kill his 

beloved Qi Qi in her past life. Unforgivable. 

"Father..." Mu Li Zei wanted his father to beg Yu Qi to let them stayed here. He needed to do this since 

they still did not complete their mission here. 

"You should not come here." Grandpa Mu said. 



Mu Li Zei gritted his tooth. His father did not want to help him. 

"Let's go home." Mu Li Zei said. 

"What? I'm still hungry." Mu Kuang He frowned. 

"We will go to eat at another place." Mu Li Zei said. 

"But that bitch..." Su Yu Qing still wanted to confront Ye Bai Qian. 

"Shut up!!!" Mu Li Zei glared at Su Yu Qing. 

Everything was this woman's fault. She was the one that made that woman chased them without giving 

them any face. 

"Mum, let's listen to dad first." Mu Yian pulled her mother's hand wanted to leave. However, she had 

time to look at Long Hui. 

Long Hui did not even watch Mu Yian. He was busy watching his beloved Qi Qi. 

The ruckus calmed down And the party continued again. They seemed to forget the thing that happened 

just now. 

Yu Qi was worried about Ye Bai Qian. So, she decided to take a look at her. Long Hui preferred to stay 

beside his beloved Qi Qi. So he followed her too. 

Yu Qi entered the kitchen and saw Ye Bai Qian and her assistants were currently washing the pots that 

they were used before. Yu Qi looked at Ye Bai Qian. There was nothing wrong with her face. 

"Chef Ye." Yu Qi called Ye Bai Qian. 

"Oh, Miss Tang. Is there something?" Ye Bai Qian asked. 

"I am sorry." Yu Qi apologized. 

"Why are you apologizing?" Ye Bai Qian asked. 

"Because of this party, you have faced a horrible time." Yu Qi explained. 

"It is not your fault. So, there is no need for you to apologize." Ye Bai Qian smiled. 

Even though Yu Qi knew Ye Bai Qian in her past life, she never know that Ye Bai Qian had a thing with Su 

Yu Qing and Mu Li Zei. 

It was probably that Ye Bai Qian did not go outside other than her house and restaurant. The groceries 

and fresh ingredients were sent straight to her restaurant. 

She knew that Ye Bai Qian had a husband but he had already passed away leaving Ye Bai Qian with one 

son and one daughter. They were younger than Yu Qi. Probably one or two years younger. 

"But well, I have never thought to see them here." Ye Bai Qian just smiled. 

"She has insulted you." Yu Qi clenched her fist. 

"Don't worry. I also insult her too." Ye Bai Qian chuckled. 



"But..." Yu Qi was angry for Ye Bai Qian. 

"Don't worry about me. It is just a small matter." Ye Bai Qian felt that this young girl was really worried 

about her. 

But she was fine. She did not feel anything anymore, meeting with them. 

Chapter 783 - 783: I Want To Take The Shower ALONE! 

Grandpa Su was stunned as he watched Yu Qi chasing the Mu Family away with the head of Mu Family 

were still here. To be more astonished, the Head of the Mu Family did not really care about his family 

which had been chased away. 

"Grandpa Su, what's the matter?" Yu Qi asked when she saw Grandpa Su seemed to be in a daze.  

"Nothing... Just thinking about something." Grandpa Su heard Yu Qi asking him. 

"Something? What?" Yu Qi asked. 

"I am just wondering how amazing you are to be able to invite a great person like Mr Mu Guang Qi." 

Grandpa Su said. 

"Oh..." Yu Qi smiled. 

Not everyone here knew about the real relationship between Yu Qi and Grandpa Mu. 

"Well, I have invited him because he is the person who has sold this land here at an affordable price to 

me." Yu Qi made a lie. 

"Oh, yeah. I have heard this land belonged to Mu Group previously." Grandpa Su seemed to accept the 

reason. 

Grandpa Sang who heard the conversation turned to Grandpa Mu and gave a look to Grandpa Mu. 

Grandpa Mu noticed the look given by his friend. "What?" Grandpa Mu asked. 

"Nothing." Grandpa Sang shook his head. 

Grandpa Sang was actually thinking about the reason why his friend did not announce that Yu Qi was his 

granddaughter. Then, when he was thinking about the other sons of his friend, he finally understood. It 

was a way for his friend to protect his granddaughter.? This girl already became his friend's favourite 

granddaughter. 

... 

Yu Qi, Long Hui and Su Yu Hi returned to the hotel at 2 a.m. They were returning in the morning because 

they wanted to make sure they were cleaning up so that, it would be easy for others to come and collect 

the canopy, table and chair. 

"Can we go inside your space?" Long Hui asked after they entered the hotel room. 

"You want to go inside? Why?" Yu Qi asked back. 



"You can rest for a longer time when we are inside your space." Long Hui explained. His beloved Qi Qi 

worked so hard. He was worried about her. 

"Oh... Okay. Let's go in. Aoi." Yu Qi agreed to enter, so she called Aoi. 

Aoi was using his invisible mode, disable the mode and appeared beside Yu Qi. Yu Qi grabbed Aoi while 

Long Hui hugged Yu Qi from behind. One blink, they were already in Yu Qi's space. 

Yu Qi put Aoi down. However, Long Hui still did not release her from the hug. He just changed his 

position. He walked side by side. 

"By the way, why Aoi was in his invisible mode just now?" Long Hui asked. 

"Well... I made him spy on Mu Li Zei's family. They were coming to the party with an aim." Yu Qi told 

Long Hui. 

"An aim? What is that?" Long Hui wanted to know so that he could protect his beloved Qi Qi. 

"They want my sample for the DNA test." Yu Qi said. 

"DNA test?" Long Hui inquired more. 

"Yeah. They are suspecting me as their relative." Yu Qi arrived at her bedroom. 

"What will happen if they know you are their relative?" Long Hui asked. 

"Probably will plot to get me killed?" Yu Qi also did not know. She just predicted that. 

"Is that dangerous?" Long Hui frowned. 

"I will be careful." Yu Qi smiled. "By the way, why are you in my bedroom?" 

Long Hui just grinned. "Having you in my arm for three days makes me sleep better. How can you make 

me sleep alone?" This time, the expression on Long Hui's face changed. 

Yu Qi's lips twitched. 'He is really trying to master his act. Whatever...' If she chased him out, he might 

find his way in. Let's not waste any time on that. 

"Okay. I want to take a quick shower first before sleeping. And I want to take the shower ALONE." Yu Qi 

highlighted the last word. 

If they took the shower together, another thing would happen. Yu Qi did not want to get tired anymore. 

"Okay." Long Hui answered like a well-behaved student. 

Yu Qi disappeared behind the bathroom door. Long Hui felt that he also wanted to take a shower. He 

returned to his bedroom and took shower too. Less than 10 minutes, he was already back in Yu Qi's 

room. 

Yu Qi came out of the bathroom after 20 minutes. She was already wearing fully clothed pyjamas. Long 

Hui was a little bit disappointed when seeing his beloved Qi Qi came out fully dressed. 

"No funny thing tonight. I want to sleep." Yu Qi gave a warning to Long Hui. 



She had been tortured by Long Hui for three days straight. 

"Okay... Okay... We will be sleeping. Purely sleeping." Long Hui grinned. 

"With that grin on your face, I feel I can not believe you." Yu Qi said. 

"I promise. We will just sleep. I just want to have you in my arm. Can I?" Long Hui turned on the puppy 

mode. 

"Alright, I will believe you." Yu Qi climbed up to the bed. 

Long Hui also followed Yu Qi. Long Hui quickly pulled Yu Qi into his hug. 

"Go to sleep. I have already promised you that I will never do anything to you tonight." Long Hui placed 

his chin upper Yu Qi's head. 

Yu Qi leaned closer to Long Hui's chest. So close until she could hear the sound of Long Hui's heartbeat. 

It was very calming. Yu Qi keeps listening to that until she fell asleep. 

Long Hui could feel that Yu Qi had already fallen into a deep sleep. Kissing her forehead and he also 

closed his eyes. 

Chapter 784 - 784: Xiao Hui 

The flight landed at FINN City Airport. Su Yu Hi told them that he would go on his way. 

Long Hui looked at his beloved Qi Qi asking her where did she want to go next. She told him that she 

wanted to return to the Tang Main Residence. She already made her family worried about her. 

When the guard saw his young miss, he immediately called the house and informed them that the 

Young Miss had already returned home. 

Listening to the information, Ming Yue and Su Xiao as well as Grandpa Tang had been waiting for her at 

the main entrance. 

Once she opened the door, she did not have time to say anything, she had been pulled into a hug. Ming 

Yue and Su Xiao hugged her while crying. 

"Thank goodness, you are safe, Yu Qi." Ming Yue said while crying. 

"Yeah." Su Xiao added. 

Yu Qi automatically smiled. She returned the hug. 

"Sorry for making you worried." Yu Qi said. 

"Let's go in. You too, Long Hui." Grandpa Tang made a voice.  

"Yeah... Yeah... Come in." Su Xiao said inviting Long Hui too. 

Like a well-behaved child, Long Hui nodded and followed them entering the house moving to the living 

room. The maid came and served them some juice. 



"Xiao Hui, we are very grateful for you for taking Yu Qi back then. Otherwise, she might have..." Ming 

Yue could not finish the sentence. 

"I'm sorry for not informing you about that, Aunties, Grandpa." Long Hui bowed his head. 

"No need for you to apologize. However, it was quite funny for you to disguise as the kidnapper and 

demanding Yu Qi to be married to you." Su Xiao laughed. 

"Well..." That... Long Hui did not have any explanation about that. 

Yu Qi chuckled. 

"You are cuddling with my granddaughter too much." Grandpa Tang said. He paused for a moment and 

continued. "When do you want to bring your grandfather to meet us and get formally engaged with my 

granddaughter, huh?" 

Yu Qi and Long Hui were speechless. They did not expect that Grandpa Tang would bring forward this 

matter. 

"What? You don't want to? Then, break up with my granddaughter immediately." Grandpa Tang said 

after not receiving any feedback from Long Hui. 

"No!!!" Not only Long Hui but Yu Qi already joined him. 

Grandpa Tang looked at his granddaughter. Looks like his granddaughter really loved this brat. 

"I will talk with my grandfather about this matter and inform you back." Long Hui bowed once again. 

"Today, we are having a feast. Xiao Hui, you also can stay. I will ask someone to clean a guest room." 

Ming Yue said. 

"Thank you, Auntie Ming Yue." Long Hui nodded. 

When Long Hui passed Ming Yue, Ming Yue whispered something to him. 

"Yu Qi's room is opposite your room." Ming Yue whispered as she grinned at Long Hui and left. 

He was stunned. At the next moment, he was smiling. 

.... 

On the night, all the Tang Family members were at home. That included Tang Qin Hao. He had been 

pulled by Tang Jin Wei to return home as his aunty told him to do whatever he needed to do to bring 

Tang Qin Hao home. 

"Why is he here?" Tang Jin Wei pointed at Long Hui who was currently sitting beside Yu Qi. 

"Jin Wei, don't be rude to our guest." Ming Yue glared at Tang Jin Wei. 

"Just sit. Don't make a scene." Tang Han Lee said to his younger brother. 

Like an obeying younger brother, he followed his brother's words. He wanted to eat beside Yu Qi but 

Tang Qin Hao quickly took that seat and made an innocent face. He ended up seating beside his big 

brother. 



Everyone already took their seat. Grandpa Tang lifted his cup. 

"It has been a while since we have this gathering." Grandpa Tang said. "This feast is to celebrate Yu Qi 

safety from the tragedy and to thank Long Hui for saving our precious girl." Even though Grandpa Tang 

sounded grumpy when he said Long Hui's name but everyone did not care about that. 

Everyone was drinking. Then they started to eat. 

"Here, Brother Hui, taste this. Auntie Ming Yue's recipe, it is really good." Yu Qi put a shrimp on Long 

Hui's bowl. 

"Thank you." Long Hui smiled gently at Yu Qi. 

Ming Yue and Su Xiao were smiling when they were looking at the lovely couple. 

"Our Yu Qi is smitten with Xiao Hui." Ming Yue said. 

"What? Xiao Hui?" Tang Jin Wei turned and looked at his mother. 

"Xiao Hui is Yu Qi's boyfriend." Su Xiao explained. 

"Yue, Colonel Long is a respected soldier. You can not call him by that name." Tang Jung Wen said to his 

wife and turned to Long Hui wanted to apologize to Long Hui. "Colonel Long, I am sorry about that..." 

Tang Jung Wen could not finish his sentence, Long Hui already interrupted him. 

"It is okay. I don't mind. You can call me that way." Long Hui said. 

"See, Xiao Hui doesn't mind." Ming Yue told her husband. 

"Yes, everyone can call me by my name. We are going to be a family one day." Long Hui nodded. 

"Humph! Who wants to be your family?" Tang Jin Wei rolled his eyes. 

"Brother Jin Wei... You don't like me to be your family?" Yu Qi made a sad face. 

"Of course not. You are my little sister." Tang Jin Wei nervously denied that. 

"Brother Hui is my boyfriend and sooner or later he will be my husband. If you don't like him, means, 

you don't like me." Yu Qi said. 

"No! I like you. Even though I hate him, I will accept him as our family member just because of you." 

Tang Jin Wei said. 

Everyone chuckled as they watched Yu Qi played her role in taming Tang Jin Wei. Long Hui also doing so. 

'My beloved Qi Qi is really loved in this family.' 

Chapter 785 - 785: Trouble At Company Again 

"Are you working with another spa, Yu Qi?" Yung Ha Ten asked when Yu Qi visited her spa. 

"Huh? What are you talking about, Auntie Yung?" Yu Qi asked back. 



"I have heard the rumour telling that Qi Qi Skincare had been signed a contract with Lovely Spa. Even my 

friend has told me that they saw that spa using Qi Qi Skincare." Yung Ha Ten told Yu Qi about the 

situation. 

"What? I don't remember signing a contract with anyone." Yu Qi frowned. 

"But the information is given by my friend was not wrong." Yung Ha Ten said. 

"There must be some kind of misunderstanding here. I will call my staff to confirm about this." Yu Qi said 

to Yung Ha Ten. 

Yu Qi excused herself from the spa. She immediately called Su Yu Hi. 

Yu Qi: "Hello." 

Su Yu Hi: "Hmm... Hello." 

Yu Qi: "Are you busy right now?" 

Su Yu Hi: "Not really. Why?" 

Yu Qi: "I want something to confirm." 

Su Yu Hi: "What is the matter?"  

Yu Qi: "Do you sign a contract with a spa?" 

Su Yu Hi: "You did. That History Spa." 

Yu Qi: "Not that spa." 

Su Yu Hi: Not. I don't think we have. Since you want to develop that History Spa." 

Yu Qi: "I have received a report telling that a spa called Lovely Spa using our products." 

Su Yu Hi: "I see. Let's investigate that." 

Yu Qi: "You investigate from our side. I will find out about that spa." 

Su Yu Hi: "Got it. Bye." 

The call ended. 

The spa could not get many Qi Qi Skincare products since she made a law that a customer could not buy 

too many products. Only one set of them at the same time. 

And all of them must be registered customers in order to make sure they were a genuine customer of Qi 

Qi Skincare due to the previous incident that someone wanted to cheat off the money by telling the sale 

they were buying the Qi Qi Skincare even though they were not. Even the online customer must be 

registered. 

Yu Qi went to the Lovely Spa. It located not far from History Spa. Yu Qi could see it was a new spa 

opened there. 



"Welcome, Miss. What kind of service that you like to have here, in Lovely Spa?" A girl welcomed Yu Qi 

with a full smile. 

Another girl showed a catalogue to Yu Qi. "You can choose the service from this catalogue." 

"Okay." Yu Qi took a look at the catalogue. 

They offered many kinds of services here. 

Yu Qi looked at the girl. "I have heard that this spa uses Qi Qi Skincare product in the treatment. Is that 

true?" 

"Of course. Qi Qi Skincare products are very good. They indeed give us a good result." The girl told Yu Qi. 

Another girl from the spa talked about the greatness of the Qi Qi Skincare products. 'Of course, it would 

be good. It is my products.' Yu Qi looked at the girls. 

"This spa is new. May I know who is the owner?" Yu Qi inquired. 

"Since you ask, I will tell you. This spa belongs to Bai Group's President's wife, Mrs Bai." The girl 

announced it proudly. 

She thought Yu Qi would be impressed since it belonged to the Bai Group. One of the top companies in 

the Binhai Nation. However, she could see that Yu Qi's expression became darker. 

"I see." 'No wonder.' Yu Qi narrowed her eyes. 

"Do you want to book the service for today?" Another girl asked. 

"No. I have things to do. I will come later." Yu Qi gave the girls a smile. 

The girls were getting stuck with that smile. This girl was very beautiful. 

Yu Qi walked out of the spa. 'Bai Group.' She clenched his fists. She hated them. Even though it would 

give her the money but she would not like it. 

... 

A. upcoming call... Yu Qi quickly answered the call. 

Yu Qi: "Have you get the result?" 

Su Yu Hi: "Yeah. Do you want to listen here or do you want to come here?" 

Yu Qi: "Hmm... I will go there." 

Su Yu Hi: "I will wait for you." 

Yu Qi ended the call. She went to inform others that she would be going to Wenya City. The graduation 

day was only one month away. Even though it was just only one month, the time would quickly be 

passed. 

"You are going to Wenya City? Is that for graduation day? But I have heard it is on next month." Su Xiao 

asked. She remembered Yu Qi had told her about that. 



"Yeah. It is on the next month but I have things to do over there." Yu Qi explained to her aunties 

"I see." Su Xiao sighed. 

"Remember to tell your grandpa too about this. He thinks you will be here before your graduation day." 

Ming Yue said. 

"Yes, Auntie Ming Yue." Yu Qi nodded. 

"And don't forget to tell Xiao Hui as well." Su Xiao reminded her. 

"Okay..." Yu Qi nodded once again. 

"But what are you doing going there so early?" Ming Yue could not help but ask. 

"My company having some problems that need my attention." Yu Qi answered. 

"Oh..." Ming Yue understood. 

Yu Qi already told her family about her business. At first, they were very surprised by that. After a while, 

they began to update about Yu Qi's business. Sometimes they promoted Yu Qi's business to their friend. 

Chapter 786 - 786: Get The Information From The Man 

"Where is the man?" Yu Qi asked Su Yu Hi after entering the company. 

"He is in the meeting room. Our men guard him." Su Yu Hi said. 

"Let's go and meet the traitor." Yu Qi stepped inside the meeting room. 

When she was about to enter the room, she listened to that man talking. 

"Hey, you can not hold me here. It is illegal." The man said to the guard. 

"Illegal? It is nothing other than what you have been doing to my company." Yu Qi smiled coldly at the 

man. 

"What? Who are you? What are you talking about? Your company?" The man was shocked at the 

beginning however he was mocking Yu Qi at the end.  

"I wonder how do you get into this company. Brother Yu Hi, you have the answer, right?" Yu Qi looked 

over at Su Yu Hi. 

"Yes." Su Yu Hi nodded respectfully. 

The man saw Su Yu Hi. He knew that Su Yu Hi was the boss. And the man that he knew as his boss 

obeyed a young woman. 

"Look like we are going to have a long talk." Yu Qi glared at the man. 

"Who... Who are you?" The man began to panic. 

Yu Qi ignored the man. She opened the file that Su Yu Hi just gave to her. It was the man's information. 

'Han Jue An. 30 years old. Single. Working at Hanuel? Company before coming to Qi Qi Skincare. The 

reason for resigning was to get caught after selling the company's information.' Yu Qi frowned. 



"Bring me that person who has brought this person in." Yu Qi shouted. 

"Yes." Su Yu Hi nodded before going out. 

Han Jue An was shocked. This woman... Is this company really hers? 

"You!" Yu Qi pointed to Han Jue An. "Let's talk about how you have signed the contract with Lovely Spa." 

Han Jue An felt the pressure. The pressure released by Yu Qi was not normal. He felt really difficult to 

talk. Looked like the contract that he had been signed with Lovely Spa exposed. 

"You don't want to talk? Then, I will let you talk." Yu Qi smiled wickedly to Han Jue An. 

Han Jue An felt danger as he looked the young woman slowly approached him. 

"Don't... Don't come near me." Han Jue An tried to stop the young woman from approaching him. 

Yu Qi brought out a long needle. She put it on Han Jue An's hand. Han Jue An quickly shouted. 

"Argh!!!! Hurt!!! It's hurt!!!" Han Jue An shouted in pain. 

"Of course, it is hurt. When someone strikes that point, it will hurt like hell." Yu Qi explained. "If you 

don't want to be in pain anymore, tell me quickly." 

"I will talk. I will talk. Just make the pain go away." Han Jue An agreed at once. It was hurt so badly. 

Yu Qi quickly pulled out the needle from Han Jue An's hand. Han Jue An breathed hardly. 

"Then, talk." Yu Qi said to Han Jue An. 

Han Jue An hesitated again. 

"Do you need to feel the pain again to make you talk?" Yu Qi asked again when seeing Han Jue An had 

been unresponded to her. 

"No!" Han Jue An shook his hand. He really did not want to feel that pain again. It was really hurt like 

hell. 

"Then talk. I don't have all day." Yu Qi snapped. 

"Okay... Okay... I have been approached by one of my friends three months ago... At first, she has been 

just asking about the products since she knows that I am working at Qi Qi Skincare Factory. After a 

while, she has come again telling me that she wanted to cooperate with Qi Qi Skincare and told me that 

she is working at Lovely Spa. She wants me to make a contract that Qi Qi Skincare will supply its product 

to Lovely Spa. I have hesitated at the beginning. However, after had been bribed with my friend, I 

drafted the contract and she signed it." Han Jue An told the whole story. 

"Tell me your friend's name." Yu Qi said. 

"Man Lee Hi." Han Jue An straightly mentioned it. 

Yu Qi took out her phone and dialled one number. 

Han Baise: "Hello." 



Yu Qi: "Hello. Investigate a person. Man Hee Hi, woman. She may be a worker at Lovely Spa. I also want 

her account bank transaction." 

Han Baise: "Okay." 

Yu Qi ended the call. She turned back to Han Jue An. 

"Where do you see her?" Yu Qi questioned Han Jue An back. 

"Hmm... In a restaurant." Han Jue An answered. 

"Alone?" 

"Yes." 

"Restaurant's name?" 

"Qixing Restaurant." 

"In a private room?" 

"Yes." 

"How has she bribed you?" 

"She has given me a bag of cash containing 5 million." 

"Cash..." Yu Qi narrowed her eyes.? "Where did she hand the bag to you?" 

"In the same room in the Qixing Restaurant." 

"Do you remember the date?" 

"Hmm... 2nd August." 

"On the night?" 

"Yes." 

Yu Qi became silent. Then, her phone was ringing. She quickly answered it without looking at the caller. 

Yu Qi: "Hello." 

Han Baise: "I have already sent the file to your email. Please check." 

Yu Qi: "One thing. Please check the CCTV in Qixing Restaurant on 2nd August. Find Man Lee Hi. She was 

going with a man that night." 

Han Baise: "Okay." 

The call ended again. Yu Qi turned to Su Yu Hi. 

"Brother Yu Hi. Bring my laptop here." Yu Qi ordered. 

"Yes." Su Yu Hi left the meeting room leaving Yu Qi and Han Jue An alone. 



Chapter 787 - 787: Cooperate 

"You are really the owner of Qi Qi Skincare?" Han Jue An asked timidly. 

"Why? You don't believe it?" Yu Qi questioned it back. 

"No. No. I am just surprised." Han Jue An shook his head. "What will happen to me later?" 

"Well, we will see it later." Yu Qi would not let go of this matter just like that. 

Su Yu Hi returned back with her laptop. Yu Qi opened her email to see the information that Han Baise 

just sent to her. 

'Man Lee Hi... 30 years old... Single... Lives with her parent... Bla Bla Bla...' There was also a picture of her 

attached to the information. She looked pretty on her age. 

Yu Qi moved the laptop facing Han Jue An to show him the picture. 

"Is this your friend?" Yu Qi asked for confirmation. 

"Yes... Yes... It is her." Han Jue An nodded several times. 

Then, another notification pop-out telling her that there was another new email in. Yu Qi looked over 

and realized it was from Han Baise. Quick as ever. Yu Qi smiled. 

There were four videos in the video Part one showed Han Jue An entering the restaurant together with 

Man Lee Hi on 4th June. The next video was on the same date showing that Man Lee Hi was talking to 

Han Jue An. 

The third video showing the same scene however on a different date which was 2nd August. The last 

video showed that the scene where Man Lee Hi signed the doc.u.ment handed out by Han Jue An. Then 

Man Lee Hi handed out the suitcase to Han Jue An. 

Han Jue An's expression at that time was very happy. He could see to be smiling to his ear. He opened 

the suitcase. In the suitcase, there were bills that been arranged nicely. 

Another call came up. Yu Qi answered. 

Han Baise: "Have you received it?" 

Yu Qi: "I have it. It's good." 

Han Baise: "Okay." 

The call ended again. 

"Mr Han, I have already gotten the evidence showing that you have accepted the bribe. I will hand you 

to the police." Yu Qi looked coldly to Han Jue An. 

"No... Miss... Please don't. I have a mother, wife and child to feed." Han Jue An begged. 

Yu Qi ignored it. 

"Brother Yu Hi, you know what to do next." Yu Qi left. 



..... 

The next two days, the news reported that Lovely Spa has bribed someone from Qi Qi Skincare to sign 

the contract with them. Of course, Lovely Spa had denied it. However, Lovely Spa's face had been 

slapped hard when Qi Qi showed the evidence to the police. 

The suspect of the person that been given the bribe and the suspect of the person that received the 

bribe had been caught and brought to the police station. 

Man Lee Hi, of course, denied the accusation. She would not admit it. She told the police that Han Jue 

An framed her. 

Man Lee Hi felt that she was in heaven for the past month. She succeeded in signing the contract with Qi 

Qi Skincare that had been rising up as a powerhouse in the skincare industry. Her manager praised her a 

lot and she got a lot of the bonus. 

She got the idea to bribe Han Jue An when she went to the class reunion five months ago. She was not 

that closer to Han Jue An. She was talking to someone else at that time when she heard the 

conversation between Han Jue An with the two of his close friends.  

His close friends asked what was Han Jue An's job right now. When she heard the answer she was very 

surprised that Han Jue An was a manager at Qi Qi Skincare Factory. 

After hearing that, her eyes were shined brightly. She began to approached Han Jue An and his two 

friends. Of course, she did not talk straight away about her plan. She talked with them like a normal 

friend that had not been seen for a long time. 

After the party was over, she approached Han Jue An once again and gave him her card. Han Jue An also 

gave her his business card. 

Then she began to call Han Jue An to hang out together. To avoid the suspicions from Han Jue An's wife, 

she also asked her to join too. 

Han Jue An's wife was also liked going to the spa. When she knew that Man Lee Hi was working at Lovely 

Spa, she was very happy to see Man Lee Hi. They talked a lot about that. 

After meeting twice, Man Lee Hi expressed her intention to cooperate with Qi Qi Skincare. She was 

hoping that Qi Qi Skincare could supply its products to Lovely Spa. 

Han Jue An, of course, rejected that. He knew that Qi Qi Skincare only supplied its product to History 

Spa. Man Lee Hi began to inject the idea that Qi Qi Skincare could get more customers by supplying its 

products to Lovely Spa. 

Han Jue An also thought that same thing. Actually, he could not understand why CEO Su rejected the 

collaboration with another spa and insisted on only working with History Spa. 

After giving a few thoughts, he was thinking that the collaboration with Lovely Spa would make Qi Qi 

Skincare even more impressive since Lovely Spa belonged to the Bai Group. 

Han Jue reluctantly accepted the idea and began to cooperate with Man Lee Hi. When Man Lee Hi knew 

that, she was very happy. 



Chapter 788 - 788: Her Husband Came With A Woman 

Man Lee Hi immediately told her manager. Her manager praised her very much. However, Han Jue An 

felt he needed some money. So, Man Lee Hi told her manager. 

Man Lee Hi's manager did not think much about that. She immediately gave Han Jue An the money that 

Han Jue An requested. It would nothing much compared to profit that would be increasing later. 

..... 

The police recorded the statement given by Han Jue An. He gave full cooperation working with the 

police. He told the detail how this happened. 

Han Jue An told them everything because he felt that he could not run away. And because of Yu Qi's 

words too. 

Yu Qi told him that he better admit the truth so that his sentence would be lower. So, he could get 

outside from the jail sooner to take care of his family. Otherwise this case would be prologued for so 

long. 

Listening that, Han Jue An felt that Yu Qi was right. He was indeed in the wrong side. Fighting that, it was 

useless. 

On Man Lee Hi's side, the police still tried to make Man Lee Hi talked. She still did not admit that. She 

shook her head telling that Han Jue An was trying to frame her up. 

She even? made a story that Han Jue An fancied her. However, she did not respond to Han Jue An 

making Han Jue An angry. And that was why he wanted to frame her up.  

She felt that she was so genius thinking of the great idea. Actually she thought that Qi Qi Skincare did 

not have any evidence at all. They just wanted to intimidate her in order to make her confessed. She 

would not admit that. 

... 

"You mean, she has told that Han Jue An has framed her up?" Yu Qi looked at Ming Xuehai. 

"Yes." Ming Xuehai nodded. 

"Let her be for now. How about Lovely Spa? Is there any movement?" Yu Qi asked Su Yu Hi. 

"Yes. The head of the Lovely Spa has quickly removed Qi Qi skincare from their treatment after viewing 

the evidence from us. Even though Lovely Spa is backed up by Bai Group, she is scared to be involved in 

such problem like that." Su Yu Hi answered. 

"Our aim here is not to make Lovely Spa close its business. We just want to make sure that they can't 

use our product on their treatment." Yu Qi said. Then she continued again. "However, as for that 

woman, Man Lee Hi, made sure that she will be punished for that crime." 

"Yu Qi, don't you think the recipe of the Qi Qi Skincare product has been leaked out?" Ming Xuehai 

wondered. 



"Yeah. I bet they have already taken to those labs since they really want to see what it contains. And 

they will be trying to create the same product." Yu Qi predicted the scenario. 

"Then, don't you think it will be very dangerous to us since they can create the same thing?" Ming 

Xuehai asked. 

"You don't need to worry about that, Brother Xuehai. Do you think my products are too easy to create if 

you just know the content?" Yu Qi smirked. 

"Oh..." That came out from Ming Xuehai's mouth. 

"You have to combine those ingredients in the correct order. And before combining them, those 

ingredients need to be prepare in the specific condition. My products is not easy to copy if you don't 

have the correct method." Yu Qi said with a smile lingering on her lips. 

"I see. You have already predicted it, right?" Su Yu Hi chuckled. 

"Yes." Yu Qi answered in a cute manner. 

..... 

"Why don't they still don't send me a lawyer yet?" Man Lee Hi was? mumbling as the police officer was 

still in front of her. 

The police officer chuckled. He heard that mumbling. 

"You think your boss really cares about you, right now?" The police officer sneered to Man Lee Hi. 

"What do you mean by that?" Man Lee Hi lifted her face and glared to the police officer. 

"I think you have already understood what is the meaning of this." The police officer said. 

"No... No... No... They just can't abandoned me like this." Man Lee Hi began to shake her head. 

She believed that Lovely Spa would never abandon her like this since she had been bringing the profit to 

Lovely Spa. 

Another police officer came to the room and whispered something to the police officer that sat in front 

of Man Lee Hi. He nodded as he understood what his colleague whispered to him. His colleague went 

out after that. 

"Someone wants to meet you." The police officer said to Man Lee Hi. 

Listening to that, Man Lee Hi was immediately happy. 'See, they would never abandon me cruelly.' 

The police officer went out and invited those people that wanted to see her. She was expecting. 

However, she was dumbfounded as she saw the ones who walked into the room was her husband and 

another woman. 

"Husband? Why are you here?" Man Lee Hi was kind of confused. 

Then her expression changed again. She smiled as she thought that it might be the Lovely Spa sent her 

husband to help her. She completely ignored the woman beside her husband. 



"You come to see me because Lovely Spa asked you, right?" Man Lee Hi asked happily. 

The husband and the woman looked at each other for a moment before staring back to Man Lee Hi. 

Chapter 789 - 789: Case Closed 

"Lee Hi..." The husband was kind of hesitant to mention what he wanted to say to Man Lee Hi. 

"Husband, what is this?" Man Lee Hi asked. 

The woman beside the husband grabbed her husband's hand and encouraged him. The husband looked 

at the woman and nodded.  

"Let's divorce." The husband said in one breath. 

At first, Man Lee Hi could not understand what her husband said just now. She was staring at her 

husband. After a few moments, she understood. 

"What kind of bullshit are you saying to me just now, Ye Wang?" Man Lee Hi still asked in a low voice. 

Her body already shaking in anger. 

"Lee Hi, you do understand what I am talking about right now. If you don't understand, I will say it to 

you again. Man Lee Hi, let's divorce." Ye Wang looked straight at Man Lee Hi. 

"HOW DARE YOU!!!" Man Lee Hi snapped as she bang the table in front of her. 

The loud sound made the police officer who was still guarding behind her grabbed her and wanted to 

her to be calm down. 

Ye Wang and the woman were very shocked as they stood up and distanced themselves from Man Lee 

Hi. 

Man Lee Hi looked to Ye Wang and the woman. She immediately understood right now. 

"It is this bitch, right? She is the one who has seduced you, right? Ye Wang, say it." Man Lee Hi 

screamed. 

Holding the woman's hand, Ye Wang said to Man Lee Hi. "You are not fit to be my wife since you have 

already committed the crime. This is An Qian, my childhood sweetheart. She is already pregnant with 

my baby." 

"What? You bastard!!! How dare you cheat on me?" Man Lee Hi glared angrily at the couple. 

"It is your fault. I have clearly told you before that I want children. But you have always told me that you 

are not ready to have a child yet. You are already in your thirties. But you still don't want to pregnant. I 

too am not young anymore. That is why I want to have a child as soon as possible." Ye Wang said to Man 

Lee Hi. 

"This does not give you a green signal to cheat on me." Man Lee Hi shouted. 

"So, what? Do you think I need to wait for you anymore? Don't think I don't know that you always have 

been sleeping with someone else as well?" Ye Wang revealed the thing that he knew. 



Man Lee Hi began to pale. She was very shocked to hear the words came out of her husband's mouth. 

She thought she keeps it safe. 

"What... What are you talking about?" Man Lee Hi wanted to deny that. 

"What? Do you really think that I don't know about that?" Ye Wang sneered. "That is one of the reasons, 

I am cheating on our marriage since you have created first." 

Man Lee Hi was speechless. She did not know what to say anymore. 

Seeing Man Lee Hi could not retort back, Ye Wang felt that there was nothing to say anymore. 

"I will divorce you whether you want or not. I come here just to inform you." Ye Wang pulled the woman 

out from the room leaving Man Lee Hi stunned as she was still being held by the police officer. 

Man Lee Hi felt her world had been crushed. Her husband wanted to divorce her and married another 

woman. The company that she had been worked hard as hell abandoned her. 

..... 

Yu Qi was smiling as she heard Ming Xuehai's report. Today was the hearing of Man Lee Hi and Han Jue 

An's case. Since it was the same case, it had been hearing on the same day. 

Man Lee Hi was sentenced to 15 years in prison. It was not the first time she had bribed a person and 

she also had received the bribe. 

As for Han Jue An, it was his first crime to commit this crime. And he had been a great help in this case, 

he was only sentenced to 2 years in prison. 

As for Lovely Spa, they gave Qi Qi Skincare the compensation of about two million. Yu Qi asked Su Yu Hi 

to accept the money. It was free money. 

The news reported the case widely in the media. Qi Qi Skincare's popularity increased. More people 

knew about Qi Qi Skincare. They were curious about Qi Qi Skincare as why this brand was so popular. 

So, they ended up buying the product. 

After the news about the case, the sale of the product boosted. It was the highest sales ever since the 

opening. Not to mention, History Spa also became popular since it was the only spa that used Qi Qi 

Skincare products on their treatments. 

As for History Spa's branches project, it was about 80% completed. Yu Qi chose three locations to open 

the branch first. One was in the Wenya City. The second was in Peqing City where the Xia family was 

there. The third one was in Shixiang City where Feng Yue's family was there. 

Yu Qi told Yung Ha Ten to train more people to work at the branches when they finished the project. 

Yung Ha Ten told her that she did not need to worry about that. Since she already covered it up. 

Yung Ha Ten also thought that she would select her experienced workers to be the head of the branches 

of History Spa. So that, they could be the leader and managed the branches spa according to History Spa 

at FINN City. 

Chapter 790 - 790: Meeting Her Friend Back 



Seeing a familiar building in front of her made her felt nostalgic. Yu Qi went to her university to take the 

graduation robe. All the students that would graduate had to go and collect their graduation robes at 

their faculty. 

Yu Qi walked into the faculty building. At that time, some of the classes just finished their session. So, 

the faculty hall was filled with the students who were just lingering to wait for their next class. 

When they saw Yu Qi, their eyes lifted up and they rushed to greet Yu Qi. Yu Qi was their senior who had 

managed to maintain her top place in her year. Four pointers straight on 8 semesters. What an 

achievement. 

"Senior Tang..." 

Yu Qi saw some of the students came and greeted her. She greeted them back with a smile. 

"How are you guys? Is your study going well?" Yu Qi asked them. 

"Well... It is okay. But it is getting difficult." 

"That is because you are lazy to study." 

"Don't say like that in front of Senior Tang." 

Two of the students were bickering among them. Yu Qi chuckled. 

Then one of the female students asked Yu Qi. "Senior Tang, have you come to get the graduation robe?" 

"Yes. Do you know where is it?" Yu Qi asked the female student back. 

"I am one of the members who has organized the graduation ceremony. I will bring you over there." The 

female student offered her help. 

"Is it okay? Don't you have class after this?" Yu Qi asked since she did not want to bother the female 

student. 

"No. I don't have any classes after this." The female student quickly mentioned that. 

"Okay. You can lead the way. Thank you." The female student said happily. 

So, Yu Qi left with the female student. Some of the students in the faculty hall were first year students. 

So, they did not know who Yu Qi was. So, they went to ask one of the seniors over there.  

"Senior? Who is that beautiful girl just now?" The first year student asked. 

"Oh, that is one of our senior that will graduate in this year. She is one of the top students in her year. 

She has managed to get a full score in all of her exams. The amazing thing is she gets that in four years 

straight." The person sing praises to Yu Qi. 

"Wow... It is totally amazing." The first year student could not help to feel impressed with Yu Qi's 

achievements. 

..... 



Yu Qi finally collected her graduation robe. When she was doing so, her friends, Song Ha Ting, Mei Lilli, 

Yun Xiao, Ding Na An and So Pang Lim entered the room together. 

So Pang Lim shouted excitedly to Yu Qi as her eyes laid on Yu Qi. "Yu Qi." She went forward to hug Yu Qi. 

However, Yu Qi dodged. Well, she did not look at the person just now. Having the thought of stranger 

hugging her was not a good feeling. That was why she dodged. Then, she lifted her face to see who was 

in front of her. 

"Owh, it is you." Yu Qi said. 

"Yu Qi, why are you so cold to me?" So Pang Lim asked with a sad face. 

"Sorry, I don't know it is you. Here." Yu Qi came forward and hugged So Pang Lim. 

"Pang Lim, you are such a child." Mei Lilli rolled her eyes. 

"You come together?" Yu Qi asked her friends. 

"Well, Pang Lim and I have already promised to meet today while we meet Yun Xiao, Ha Ting and Na An 

are on the way." Mei Lilli said. 

"Hey, let's grab our robe and talk at another place." Yun Xiao said to his friends. 

"Owh..." 

They went to collect their graduation robe and moved to the cafe. Since it was lunchtime, there were a 

lot of students currently eating at the cafe. 

"How does your internship going?" Yun Xiao asked his friends. 

"It is very good." Song Ha Ting excitedly answered it. 

"Why? Have you found your prince charming over there?" So Pang Lim asked jokingly to Song Ha Ting. 

However, Song Ha Ting smiled shy as she answered that. "Yes." 

"What? Really?" So Pang Lim was surprised. She was joking just now. 

"Hmm... He is a second year houseman. He always helps me out? ." Song Ha Ting shyly telling about her 

prince charming. 

"Sigh... I want a boyfriend too." So Pang Lim was jealous. 

"Just be patient. You will get one someday." Mei Lilli said. "Even I don't have a boyfriend yet." 

"So, I have to wait for you to get a boyfriend first, until then, I can get my boyfriend?" So Pang Lim 

asked. 

"That is not what I mean." Mei Lilli rebuked. 

"Hey... Hey... Don't fight, okay. It has been a long time since we are meeting each other." Yun Xiao 

stopped their fighting. 

"Okay... Okay..." Mei Lilli did not want to continue. 



"Yeah. We are just joking around." So Pang Lim laughed. 

"By the way, the ceremony will be held on the next day after tomorrow. What is your plan for 

tomorrow?" Ding Na An asked others. 

Mei Lilli : "I don't have any plan." 

So Pang Lim: "So,do I." 

Yun Xiao: "Me too." 

Song Ha Ting: "I also don't have any plan. 

Then, everyone turned to Yu Qi. 

"I have work to do." Yu Qi just smiled. 

"Oh, I have forgotten that you have your own business here." So Pang Lim nodded. 

 


